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U4 Goes to the PAES clinic to get assessed first. This is on the first floor.

U4
1st assessment in PAES determines if an emergency is imminent or if further work 
is needed for the patient.
Emergencies in the 1st assessment in PAES are rare.
The front desk and waiting room for PAES are directly in front of the door as you 
enter the building.
Patients in PAES go to Front Desk, then Waiting Room, then PAES then 
Radiology, in that order.

U4
First visit is a screening and x-ray; this assess/diagnoses and assigns a doctoral 
student.

U4 Will be treated at PAES only for new cases. Ongoing cases go to the VIC.
Patients come for a specific cause, not maintenance.
Emergency cases stay in the clinic longer, but most go home the same day and 
come back later.

U29 Looks at the U4 initially, this takes 15-20 minutes in the average case.
U29 Is the only one that can request x-rays other than the other doctor on staff.
U29 Explains the procedure to U4 give them an idea of what to expect.

U29
Goes over U4 patient history, checks both paper and MiDent but not at the same 
time.
Unclear who pulls up the file. Q

U29 Does first examination to triage U4, writes notes in the Treatment Record BD
U29 Requests X-rays via MiDent after examining U4.
U29 Feels that a lot of input in MiDent is unnecessarily time consuming. BD

U29
Uses screening and X-Ray codes in MiDent in order to communicate information 
about patient and/or instruction to clinic personnel and radiology.
Each X-Ray type has its own code in MiDent.

U29
Changes the screening code from (P)lanned to (C)ompleted when the screening 
exam is complete.
MiDent forms clusters of codes commonly used in order to make the process 
faster.

U29
Explains possible treatment options to U4 after initial exam is completed in order 
to prepare U4 for next steps.
How does the student get assigned a patient after they get an initial exam in the 
PAES clinic? (i.e. where does the done pile go?) Q

U29
Takes U4 to the waiting room and informs them that radiology will come and get 
them.

U29
Goes to radiology in order to give them the patient file (directly into a wall-mounted 
file holder)

U29
Completes the X-ray requisition form and puts it into the organizer in the radiology 
clinic.
The x-ray requisition form is a separate artifact from the patient chart and goes in 
a different place. BD

U2
Goes to radiology and pulls the x-ray order and the x-rays for the patient assigned 
to them. They need to sign it out.

U2 Gets U4 
How does U4 know where to look for the done x-ray requisition forms? Q
How does U4 know where to look for the done x-ray requisition forms? BD

??
Examine the patient's X-rays and add details to the Patient Treatment record as 
necessary. Q

U2
Take the card to the cubical, capture x-rays, process them in the dark room, 
mounts them in the X-ray mount artifact, get them approved by U28

U2 After the x-rays are approved by U28, they get placed into the patient file
First row of cubicals in PAES clinic is always first-screening patients
Second row of cubicals in PAES clinci is always emergency.
There's a portable DVD player that plays an introduction video in the PAES clinic 
cubical. U2 watches this while they are waiting.

U29 "Patients are scheduled for 3-hour blocks, but they usually take less time."

U2 
Gets a brochure prior to their visit in the mail, again to make sure they are 
prepared for the working with students thing.
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Can we see the brochure patients are sent? Q

U28
Every student gets there at the beginning of the shift and it's "bananas" trying to 
assign them to their cubicals. BD
Most students are on the "board" prior to arriving for a shift, but not every student 
is. BD
Less experienced students tend to follow (or shadow) more experienced students.
More experienced students often act as mentors for less experienced students.

U2 Seat U4 after they grab the patient file.

U2
Re-examine patient's mouth after the initial screening; this seems to be redundant, 
is this for learning? Q

U2 Initial x-ray time taking from 2-2:35 (35 mins)

U2
Preps the cubical according to infection control procedures before U4 is brought 
in.

U2 There are a special set of tools called "rins" to help position the x-ray.

U2
"Yes we do have paperwork to do and we do it while the film is developing; 
developing film takes about 10 minutes."

U2
Coaches the U4 while taking X-rays both for patient understanding and to get 
better x-rays. Not every student does this every time and perhaps they should. BD

U2
Laid out X-rays on the table as if they were going into the frame after taking them 
in order to examine it.

U2
After x-rays are taken, they are placed in a styrofoam cup, taken to the dark room, 
and processed.

U2
Fills out information on the treatment record and the x-ray exposure record, 
recording the x-rays taken, and does this while the film is developing.

U28
Enters information that U2 added to patient charts into MiDent after approving 
student's work.
There are a lot of students using the x-ray processing room at the same time. BD
There tend to be a lot of "clusters" since U2's are often all starting work at the 
same time and often have to use the same resources at the same time. BD
Stagger rotation times so not as many people are starting at the same time and so 
patients don't have to wait for the "start time." DI
Processing areas are black boxes where you can put your hands but can't see.

U2
It's possible for U2 to take the wrong X-rays either from the boxes or from the light 
tables if there are too many using the resource at once. BD
There are only two processing machines in the processing area and as many as 8 
students trying to use it at once. BD

U2 Brings x-rays back to U28 for approval after they are taken and processed.
A line often forms to get x-rays approved by U28 as many students do this at the 
same time. BD
There are also students that are practicing with a dummy (Dexter) and not with 
real patients.
Students that are working with the dummy and not with real patients do not have 
priority in the workflow. This is not standardized, this is simply how they behave.

U2

Retake three films in 6 minutes an hour into the exam because the x-rays were not 
approved by U28. Note: the first time took 35 minutes to process the whole mouth. 
(Unsure how many x-rays this was.) BD

U2 Took a panoramic x-ray of U4 in 8 minutes.
U4 Is exposed to x-rays for 20 seconds for each x-ray taken (Except for CT scan.)

U2

Natural protocol in the radiology panoramic room, they use gloves to handle the 
patient, but remove them to handle film and to take the x-rays (actually push the 
button)

U2 Develops panoramics in a separate processing room than other x-rays.

U2
Different types of x-ray processing and approval can happen in parallel. 
Panoramics and CTs are separate from all other types of X-rays.

U2
Panoramic x-ray processing seems to be either automatic or done by another 
party, but not physically done by U2

U4
Free to leave once U4 has gotten approval for all x-rays from U28 and U28 has 
cleared U4 to leave.

U4 In this particular session, was in there for 2.5 hours all told
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U2 Explains to U4 next steps after the appointment has ended.
U2

U2
Puts the file on the counter after the appointment, but front desk does not take it. 
They do note the number in order to check the patient out.

U2
Takes the filing back to the radiology department after walking U4 to the exit and 
places the file in the "done" rack.

U2
After appointment is done and file is dropped off at radiology, checks off "done" on 
the radiology patient sign in log.
On x-ray requisition form, if "Go" is checked, patient can leave right after the x-
rays, if checked "keep" then the patient must stay because this is an emergency.

U2
Between appointments, cleans out the cubical, sanitizes it, and takes the "rins" 
back upstairs to floor 2 for sanitization.
What happens to the x-ray requisition to form when the appointment is done? Q

U28
Feels like the bottlenecks that occur during radiology rotations aren't typical, but 
observations indicate otherwise BD

U2
Very much an advocate for digital x-rays because lot easier, faster, better for 
patient care.

U2
In his opinion, that dental students have to take X-rays at all are needless because 
it doesn't reflect the real world.
Why are dental students required to fill a radiology rotation? Do all dental schools 
require this? Q

U2
Doesn't spend too much time in the radiology clinic because he has a background 
in it and doesn't need the requirements.

U2 Uses darkroom to develop pan x-ray themself.

U2
Often helps other U2's in their duties as there are many of them around at any 
given time.

U2 Has to use both the PAES and VIC clinics as part of the rotational schedule.
U2 Starts off looking to see if there are x-rays in the window near U28.
U2 Picks up the patient record and x-ray rec, takes that folder to the 3rd floor to RINs

U2
The most important information in the patient record for U2 is the med history and 
treatment record

U2 Is responsible for setting up the the cubical for the patient.

U2
Feels that the greeting portion of the patient visit is the most important part 
because it puts them at ease and makes them comfortable.

U2
Often has to put gloves off and on because he must handle paperwork and patient 
x-rays simultaneously.

U2
Often asks another student to sign forms in order to prevent having to take off the 
gloves and therefore save time. BD

U2

Feels that the process of developing film in the dark room is the true bottleneck in 
the clinic (as opposed to waiting to get in). This is another reason he feels digital 
x-rays are better.

U2
According to this interviewee there are rarely more than 3-5 people in the dark 
room at once.
Typically U2 brings film to U28, but sometimes they bring U28 to the film (this is 
against procedure). BD

U2
After the appointment, puts the patient folder on the front desk instead of taking it 
back to the radiology clinic? Q

U2 The specific one we talked to is on Digital X-ray Committee

U2
Two modes: radiology rotation mode and student practice mode (latter is on the 
3rd floor)

U2 MiDent emails about new patient in student practice on third floors.
U2 Two three hour shifts with patients a day.
U2 Definition: Cubical <--> Operatory

Rin Kit is stored on another floor because that's the only place where a 
sterilization session is, this takes ~10 mins BD

U2
X-rays are only good for so long, especially with insurance rules, so there's no 
need to transfer current film to digital.

U2 Feels that a lot of the information in the patient chart is redundant and useless.
The patient file, has all the forms necessary for anyone that needs to see it, but no 
person needs to see all of it. BD
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U2
In the middle of a transition from paper to MiDent for charting. Currently dental 
history is not in the system.

U2
Patient treatment record is an example of a form that has to be filled in twice; once 
on paper, once digital. BD

U2 "Developing x-rays is dumb."

U2
Does feel that film x-rays have better resolution in many cases; resolution can be 
a driver for the digital x-ray system type purchased.

U2
Not wise to completely ditch film x-rays, especially since students may go to 
places that use them.

U2
Patient visit is 1.5-2 hrs minimum, not unheard of to need two 3 hour 
appointments; patients often skip the second one due to time constraints

U2 All dental procedures are manual because there is no assistant.

U2
Instructors must sign off on many different parts of the process while treating a 
patient.

U2 No "swiping" in the radiology clinic.
U2 Radiographic interpretation curriculum doesn't take place on the first floor.
U2 If someone messes up the x-ray twice, then U28 will take the x-ray.

U2
Lineup for the processing room can get jammed up when a class is also using the 
radiology equipment. BD

U2
Pan-scan is a little faster than the regular x-rays, both for scanning and for 
processing.
If a patient in the VIC needs a pan-scan then they must go to the 1st floor. BD

U2 On x-ray process: "Position. Expose. Develop. Mount. Review. Pain-in-the-ass."
U2 Personal mission statement: "Striving for clinical excellence."

U2
Because patients are usually just one-offs, often x-rays are done for check-offs 
rather than patient care. BD

U2
Thinks that u28 thinks U2's motivated by their grades in radiology more than they 
actually are

U2 Have to sort through the results of 10 people using one x-ray processing machine. BD
PCC grade U2 of the 20% patient management credit
PCC manage how the students are assigned to the students
PCC make sure U2 follow the procedures 
U26  interact with the patient family through Patient care coordinator
U26
U26 supervise the students and give them consultations
U26 direct see the patient when in his own private practice
U26 look at the patient record, swipe the 
U26 see a summary of the information on MiDen
U26 approve the students' work by swiping his card
U26 5-10% percent the X-ray are lost from the patient file which resulting a re-take.
U26 authorize U2 to  take new X-rays
U26 notice that D2, D3 students taking the X-rays
U26 the consent form to authorizing the X-ray, Paper? the form sent to whom? BD /?
U26 student go to his office to get him
U26 too many U2 ask him to come, and there is a line, so U26 just go to the clinic BD
U26 go to the cubicle listen to student's diagnose
U26 swipe the card to start the check, discuss with the student
U2  entering the plan to MiDent 
U26 swipe the card to approve the plan officially
U26 make suggestions on Plan or request a X-ray or make referral
U26 if there is a X-ray, sign the X-ray requisition form
U4 sign off on treatment 
U4 be treated
U26 final swipe
U26 30 percent of cancellation of patient BD
U2 do not take advantage of override
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U26

he think every U2 student should take the rotations in radiology clinics to 
understand what a good the film is, and the skillset is translatable to use the digital 
X-ray

U26 does like the the swiping so many times DI

U26
see clinical summary on MiDent which shows patients' blood pressure, whether 
diabetic, or change in the medical

U26 be concerned about the treatment plan goes digitalized
ask the dental school to see the how workflow goes with digital in this culture 
setting DI

U19 is an on-call radiologist
U19 when on call response to calls on 2nd and 3rd floor
U19 Office is on 2nd floor near oral surgery waiting room.

U19
in office work doesn't have much to do with clinic. deals mostly with academic or 
professional duties.
all clinic patient forms go to records room for storage.

U19 interacts with students, faculty, patient
U19 only 2 on call radiologists at a time. 

U19
gets paged on her personal pager for on call duty. when she is paged she only 
brings her pager, Mcard, and lab coat. 
there is a gap in understanding who pages her and why

U19 greets U4 when arrives at cubicle. Takes her about 5 minutes to arrive. 
U19 U2 debriefs her on dilemma.
U19 spends 10-20 minutes with U4.

U19
after U2 explains case, U19 enters role of supervisor and engages student for 
answer before she responds directly to problem.

U19 looks at patient history on mident and forms prepared by U2 on paper. 
U19 decides if there are any needed retakes and authorizes retakes. 
U4 goes for retake

U19
after entire process is done, sU19 will come back at earliest convenience to look 
over the case after has been paged again. 

U19
swipes card through mident 3 times during whole visit. 1. plan conultation 
confirmed. 2. start check. 3. consultation concluded. 4. referral
xray film must be mounted, labeled, and dated

U4
when in a rush, don't mount film in a frame, they can get lost/ fall from files and 
can't be identified or used. 
patient folder containsL x-rays: digital prints and photo negatives, treatment 
record, x-ray exposure record, health history form- filled out by patient, paper 
clipped to top: patient assignment notification

U19
3 roles in job: teach lecture/ small group seminar(60%), on call radio lost (20%), 
research (20%)

U19 when helps a U2 with U4, informs U28 of evaluation orally.
vertically integrated clings are where U2 work. 

U19 sees patients from referrals and any previous patients
U19 x-rays are sent to U19 digitally
U19 personally still primarily using film x-rays
U19 says film takes 5 minutes for each x-ray to process

U19 
said they don't remember any U4 getting mad at in-cubicle procedure but get 
upset at protocol mistakes that extend the process and time of the visit.
U4 like to engage U19 and share stories

U19 is looking forward to digital x-rays
they can be enlarged, measured, add color, are faster, save radiation exposure.
digital x-rays allow email consultation instead of being physically on call.
newer patient history is all logged digitally
older patient histories are recorded digitally and on paper
requires cognizance of looking into past records.

U19 median time to get to patient: 20-30 minutes
patients aren't idle: U2 performs other duties
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U19
had a hard time remember good and bad times with patients, most of the time 
standard protocol is accepted.

U19
really busy days are 10+ patients in a 4 hour on call shift. only occurs about 2x per 
month and requires U19 to stay late on shifts.

U19 uses patient history most often from a record file.
form #6 is only entered by hand, not into mident. this is probably changing soon.
2 x-ray machines per floor in VIC.

U19 use x-ray exposure sheets a lot. also only done by hand right now.
U19 nothing extraneous in the chart. all items are used by U19

Patient care coordinator is the receptionist on the first floor. sends communication 
of referrals from first floor.
when U19 is in the room, updates are made on paper and digitally.
when on call radiologists reach the cubicle, patient file has already been pulled up 
on computer.
different types of x-rays: digital=CT scan, periopical= 22 different films, full mouth, 
above crowns, bitewing=crowns, eclusial=above and below, panoramic= full 
mouth in one larger x-ray

U19 enters codes into the computer for procedure orders
stefanac- assistant dean of patient services, writes manual students follow for 
procedures and protocols.

U19 Teaches students to be "general dentists"

U19

Doesn't think that digital x-rays offers cost advantages to film, due to a potential 
increase in computer system capacity requirements when handling large image 
files.

PCC There are about 2,500 total patients in Don Heys' clinic.
PCC D-3's typically have a patient family of about 45-50; D-4's typically have 65-70.

PCC

Runs a monitoring report that lists a student's patient pool, along with the status of 
patients in relation to student care.  This is used for the student's patient 
management portion of their grade.

PCC
Dental students require 1,050 CEU's from start to finish of dental school in order to 
graduate.

U19 The PCC is ESSENTIAL to the process.

PCC
Monitors the flow of treatment from the student, ensuring they are not over their 
heads in patient work.

U19
The person in the same function as U19 does their own monitoring of flow of 
treatment, without the use of a PCC.

U19

Thinks that film x-ray taking/processing is an essential skill because:  students 
need to learn the skill; while dentists typically have staff to perform this function, 
you don't want to totally delegate the responsibility away so you can provide 
assistance if needed; there are hidden challenges in interpreting and taking good 
radiographs that benefit the student; skills for taking film x-rays transfer to digital 
technology as well.

U19

Students used to take advantage of the system and grab certain patients from 
PAES, who might have conditions that would help them fulfill their CEU 
requirements more quickly.  However, the PCC role now helps to police this.

PCC

To assign a PAES patient to a student, the student must request this either from 
the PAES doctor or to the PCC; the PAES doctor and PCC coordinate to approve 
it; to approve, the PCC reviews the patient family of the student, she requests 
more information if necessary, and then the student then contacts the patient.  If 
the patient doesn't respond, they get discontinued.  But if a non-responsive patient 
eventually shows up again, the PCC trries to reassign the patient to the same 
student.  If the student is no longer there, another student is assigned through the 
override system.

U32

Wears lots of hats (teaching, in charge of assigning general dentist faculty to the 
vertically integrated clinics, is a professor that teaches core classes for students of 
every level, occasionally fills in for faculty who are absent from the vertically 
integrated clinic, and has his own personal practice).

U32 Been at the School of Dentistry since 1980, was also an undergrad at UM.
U32 Is the initiator of the Dental Faculty Practice (DFA).
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U32
Thinks that patients choose SofD because it is UM:  stands for quality, patient 
care, etc.

U32 Most time commitment is to teaching and assigning faculty.

U32
Says that patient profiles are stored in the basement.  He literally goes to the 
basement to check these profiles.

U32 Says that it is difficult to scan the x-rays into a digital format.

U32

Says when a patient is in PAES, sometimes it is a 1-off (emergencies).  
Otherwise, patients are classified based on difficulty of treatment / emergency 
ranking:  a) easy; b) more complex; and c) emergen-c.

PCC
Assigns students via MiDent which uses magic algorithms to diversify a student's 
portfolio.

U32
Says that PAES is a triage, whose major purpose is to provide students with 
patient families.

U32
Says that D-1's and D-2's do all the types of x-rays they are required on Dexter 
first before treating patients.

U32

Is the associate chair of the department (the largest dept. in SofD), director of 
practice mgmt, director of restorative dentistry, and director of D-3/D-4 clinical 
programs.

U32 Teaches 8 courses every semester.
U32 Says that D-3's rotate into radiology.
U32 Says that D-1 students take 28 credit hours each year.
U32 Stagger students' rotation into radiology every 15 minutes to reduce the rush. DI

U32

Says you can't use digital images yet in MiDent.  The orthodontic clinics have 
digital x-rays, but they are in special software, not in MiDent.  MiDent can link to 
the images however.  (NOTE:  only the ortho clinic can link images to MiDent).

U19 Says that the specialty clinics are closed on Wednesdays.
U32 Schedule radiology rotations during the closed clinic time. DI

U32
Says that grad students teach, administer, etc. primarily using MiDent for patient 
information.

U32 Says that the procedures for the sim labs are exactly the same as for real patients.
U32 Says that x-rays are in the basement, and patient records are in MiDent. BD!

U32
Says that orthodontic clinic's version of MiDent is different than SofD (different 
servers, different capabilities, etc.).

U32
Says that a HIPAA violation can not only adversely affect SofD, but UM as a 
whole.

U32
Doesn't have visibility into the database of other departments and clinics w/i and 
external to the SofD.

U32 Says that the U19's of the world do not get paged very often.

U32
Says that students are responsible, both directly and indirectly, for the patient's 
care for their entire time at the SofD

U32
Says that the check-up clinic bypasses PAES entirely, which is another way that 
students get patients.

U32 Says that D-3's/D-4's do treatmet plans, not PAES.
U32 Says that it is rare for PAES patients to not be assigned a student.

U32
Says that transferring from film to digital, you lose something in translation.  It is 
hard to get them into a form without compromising quality.

U32

Says the process for film x-rays are: wait, develop, blah, blah, lots of time delays.  
Have to mount them, place into patient record, physicaly take them into the 
basement, and file them away.

U32
Says that every time a record leaves the basement, an entry is made into MiDent 
tracking its movement.

U32
From a teaching perspective, he notes down case numbers as they come through 
to avoid having to sift through crap in the basement.

U32 Says a key problem with film is mis-categorization or mis-filed. BD
U32 "It is a big barrier to convenient and efficient work flow."
U32 Is frustrated that MiDent doesn't have radiographs, but it has everything else. BD

Are there better ways to scan x-rays that will not compromise quality? Q
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U32

2 major systems for digital x-rays: CMOS (take x-ray->goes to screen->save-
>publish into system); Phosphorus plates:  still has to be developed, but much 
quicker at 10-15s instead of 8-10 min), (develop->publish into system).

U32 benefits of digital x-rays:  

U32

If a doctor/student gets a referral from someone who uses film, they might have to 
take a film x-ray, increasing the patient's exposure.  This is bad.  Bad.  They 
should take less x-rays.  More x-rays are not good.  This increases the patient's 
exposure.

U32
HIPAA and secure transmission of patient data are biggest barriers to adoption of 
a smooth workflow for digital x-rays.
Are there security standards specific to the transmission of medical data that could 
apply for their security concerns? Q

U32
Having all digital x-rays would either shorten rotations or allow students to see 
more patients. Insight

U32 "We are behind on being digital."

U32
Rough quote:  "The only reason why the hard copy of the x-ray exists is because 
of film x-rays."

U32 The further you get away from the time the x-ray is taken, the less you need it.
U32 Thinks it is not necessary to digitize all current film records.
U32 Says HIPAA and code of conduct applies to all dentistry schools.

U32
Advantages of students at UM:  1) UM reputation; 2) History of the school of 
dentistry.

U10 Wears a lot of hats and has a lot of different responsibilities.

U10
Has a background in radiology and is now the patient services dean, primarily in 
charge of the 1st floor and the faculty practice

U10

In charge of managing records, sterilization, instrument systems (instrument fund), 
staff and radio clinic, writes protocol for practices, deals with patient complains, 
accreditation, committee for purchase

U10
The Instrument fund is a multi-million fund for purchasing pre-doc clinic (re: 
learning).

U10
They have to pay attention to life cycles of tools/equipment to make sure they 
have the money to replace them.

U10 The X-ray equipment is governed by this fund but not managed very well. BD
U10 School is in a "Catch up phase" to restore radiology equipment
U10 65 X-ray machines, $2700 each; 6 pans, $60,000 each.

U10
Agrees that the School of Dentistry is behind the curve on getting digital - "mid to 
late on the curve"

U10
There is a digital implementation group that is planning the transition to digital from 
film x-rays.

U10 UM will likely go with a custom installation due to egos, opinions and such.
U10 Every piece of equipment is tagged with an identifying barcode.
U10 "Radiology hasn't changed much except for the speed of film processing."
U10 "What paper insures has the possibility of getting lost in the digital process."
U10 Thinks that digital x-rays will allow people to take as many retakes as they want

U10

"Verifying the integrity of the x-ray is harder with digital x-rays." Concerned about 
quality control and that the students will do retakes as often as they like when they 
are in the radiology clinic.

U10
Why does he think the control will go down and that students can take as many x-
rays as you want? Q

U10
Students don't often use the x-ray exposure chart. The problem is that it is person-
dependent, so this is a clear benefit of digital. BD
With digital x-rays there will be firm tracking of how many x-rays each radiology 
student takes and there is an opportunity there for more quality control. DI
Radiology students don't have their own patients; they take x-rays for patients that 
may not be theirs; they are more concerned about their radiology credits and so 
they may not have patient care in the forefront of their minds BD
What happens to Terri's job when the transfer to digital happens? Q

U10
Being able to support the digital process school-wide in the system is very 
important.
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U10
Very concerned about the unknowns regarding infrastructure changes, both in 
terms of technology and personnel

U10 They plan to keep film machines around just in-case.

U10
Said that there were very few patient complaints in regard to x-rays; the 
complaints that do happen are usually around needing ones that weren't taken.

U10
Wants to make sure we catch the points of control in radiology from a student 
perspective, and that we capture what will be lost or gained in the transition.

U10 Thinks UM is a bit of a clusterfuck because everyone here has a big ego.

U10
Would like to see licensed professionals sign of on interpretation of x-rays and that 
faculty can catch things earlier this way.

U10 Digital will give better options/views in regards to x-rays.
There seems to be a constant struggle between the need to educate students and 
the need to give quality patient care. BD
Maybe D2's should have degree-long relationships with their patients, too to 
insure that they have some connection with the patients. DI

U29
Later in the day, traffic is less about scheduled appointments and more about 
emergency cases.

U29 takes emergency x-rays in PAES clinics when U2 is unavailable
U29 up until U4 is in the check up chair, standard protocol for check-in is followed

U29
there is an organized folder stack system divided into "scheduled" and 
"emergency" visitors.

U29
when finished, the folders return to U29's office for assignment and then eventual 
placement in records room

U29
if an appointment is scheduled, records are at the front desk. emergency and new 
patient cases are handled differently. 

U29
there is a bell in the PAES clinic that is rung when a new patient has checked in 
and their record has been brought to the clinic

U29 U2 retrieves record from file system.

U29
U2 sees their appointments first. Emergency cases are handled on a first come, 
first serve basis and are distributed to U2 if they are free.

U29 U2 shares patient record with U29 for review after they've looked at patient.
U29 consultation process is the same for all U4's
U29 some scheduled U4's turn into emergency patients
U29 there is an emergency x-ray processing machine in PAES clinic.

U29
does not see a distinction between consulting and teaching. this is all viewed as 
part of the teaching process.

U29 everyone interacts with U29 in some way or another
U29 gives and gets referrals from other staff.

U29

after consultation is completed, file goes to "For Patient Assignment" filing and 
U29 fills out  some information so PCC can assign patient correctly and fill out rest 
of the form.
at times, the process doesn't scale to handle chaos. 

U29
if patient leaves clinic, record goes to record room if an emergency case, record 
stays in rotation with patient.

U29
is very comfortable with film. has an open mind about digital but is unsure of the 
outcomes.

U29 busiest times are Monday and Friday and about 2pm during a work day

U29
U29 is responsible for administration work, training staff, adds ion in mident, takes 
x-rays, helps students triage patients, checks x-rays to see if it is accurately done.

U29 happiest part of U29's job is meeting patients. 

U29
most important form is form #6. especially because treatment records from that 
day are essential to future care. 

U29 makes updates to physical form #6, and the mident record
U29 multitasking is double edged sword. it can be good but also disruptive.
U29 the clinic procedure is not hard enough to provoke irritation. it is manageable. 

U29
some patents are very sensitive about x-rays and don't take x-rays. They must be 
treated in the best way possible without this information

U29 U29 can make approvals anywhere, on paper or digitally. 
U29 keeps a schedule of emergency walk-ins.



User Note Code
U29 U4 gets upset when a retake is needed due to the loss of film. 
U29 due to the size of the organization, U29 believes this rarely happens.


